DOWNTOWN NEWPORT ASSOCIATION - COCKE COUNTY, TN
A process of asset-based analysis was used
to identify existing strengths of downtown
Newport on which to build a development
strategy.
The Downtown Newport Association along
with CDC developed the following objectives
to revitalize the city’s downtown: create
a vibrant downtown, create an accessible
environment for those who occupy and visit
downtown Newport, calm traffic, celebrate
and commemorate the history of downtown,
create an attractive and cohesive downtown
experience, and bring downtown to the river.
Design recommendations include using
existing historic precedents to guide facade
renovations, adding vertical elements such
as banners or trees, redesigning pedestrian
walkways, and encouraging river-oriented
commercial development for tourism,
recreation, and entertainment.

McMAHON AVENUE AT MAIN STREET

Ensuring that sidewalks and
street intersections are accessible
and safe throughout Newport
should be a primary goal.
Consider signaled pedestrian
crossings for the busiest
intersections. Wherever possible,
renovate sidewalks to conform to
the Americans with Disabilities
Act.
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Facade renovations should
include the following
elements: replace missing
windows, use visible window
frames, restore historic details,
clean and/or repoint brick or
stone, use signs integrated into
the architecture and pedestrian
in scale, use cloth or fabric
awnings and canopies where
appropriate, and consider the
scale of the entire blockface.

Strong vertical elements
such as banner poles or
tall, narrow trees should be
installed to provide visual
continuity along the street
where parking lots or vacant
lots between buildings
provide a “gap-toothed”
street facade. This
appearance would be
especially effective along
Broadway.
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The Newport Library is a handsome building, but its current site is inadequate
for such an important facility for as large a population as it serves.
Current planning for library expansion should explore alternatives that expand the
site to the west and add enrichment programs, either at the Broadway site or in the
downtown core.
Existing sidewalks 6' and wider

DEVELOPMENT FOCUS AREA

Existing sidewalks proposed to be part
of proposed greenway are all 6' or wider.

Proposed Greenway*

Great sidewalks promote the
social fabric and community
of the city because they
provide the real connections
between places. Consider
moving parking off of one side
of the street and widening the
sidewalk.

DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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New buildings should be
designed to fit into the
character of the existing
streetscape. Building facades
should remain at the street with
minimal or no setback, with
accessory uses placed behind
the buildings.

CADE RENOVATION GUIDELINES
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Current efforts to locate a new Justice
Center should focus on the existing civic
services area. These functions anchor the
Parking
community services and civic
area and
relocation could jeopardize that area.
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The hillside and riverbank on the north side of the river provide a fine natural
background for the view from many points in downtown. There should be no
development, signs, and development should not disrupt this natural backdrop.
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The downtown riverfront is the potential location for a major community and tourist
gathering area for performances, festivals and quiet enjoyment of the river. The River
Greenway which is under construction now will provide an entirely new downtown orientation
to the river. It creates an opportunity for complete revitalization of the northern edge of
downtown which should be exploited as soon as possible.

The Railway Depot and space at
the rear of City Hall should be
developed as a tourist information
center,
Bar
/ local history museum, arts
and
Delicrafts sales center, ticket sales
office as well as a riverfront
attraction, including park, public
gardens, performance venue, cafes
and other riverfront commercial
attractions.
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Site furnishings and
elements should
complement each
other with similar
styles and materials.
These are some
examples of site
elements typically
seen in a city
environment.
Specific designs
should be selected
working with a
design professional.

A major pedestrian way
improvement project should
accompany the riverfront
redevelopment: It is proposed
that a “Railroad Museum
Walkway” be developed along
the south side of Main Street.
Its design should include
railroad exhibits and historical
markers along the walkway
and benches for train watching.
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Parking
moonshine produced by area stills. It is a marvelous
touristStanberry
attraction opportunity. It is recommended that
Machine
an exhibit
of the history of moonshining be developed
along with traditional (and legal) taverns, shops,
restaurants to appeal to tourists.
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Recognize that many of the businesses west of
Jefferson are not traditional downtown
businesses and are more closely related to the
kind of strip commercial businesses on Broadway
west of Cosby Highway. Consider the area
between Jefferson and Cosby Highway the
potential expansion area of downtown,
emphasizing "downtown" businesses and
residential development.
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Downtown success is closely related to creation of downtown RESIDENTIAL
residential areas to help create a market for downtown business andBuilding to
recreational activities. The area along the River between Woodlawnbe
andremoved
McMahon is one possible area, as is the riverfront east of Court and
(eventually) the large area occupied now by Rhyne Lumber Company. The
second level of many downtown buildings can be renovated for residential
use, also.
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MIMS AVENUE AT MAIN STREET

All currently painted, "no
parking" zones should be
constructed with real
curbs and should
incorporate planting, site
furnishings, or public
artwork. Where there is
diagonal parking adjacent to
a sidewalk, curb stops
should be installed to
prevent parked cars
overhanging the sidewalk.
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SIDEWALK EXAMPLE
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Providing a generous
sidewalk width allows for
increased pedestrian
activity. City sidewalks can
consist of three zones: a site
furnishing and parking zone
against the curb (4'-5' min.),
a walking zone (4'-6' min.),
and a "window shopping"
zone along the building
facade (2'-4' min.).
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Downtown Newport
Recommended Guidelines for Downtown Development and Design

* Rivefront sections from McSween Bridge
to canoe ramp past courthouse annex
in construction document phase 9/1/06
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